2D motion aliasing yielding 3D ambiguity. A study with variants of a Necker cube.
The 2D projection of a rotating Necker cube yields an ambiguous 3D interpretation based on both 2D shape and kinetic depth information. The present study shows that the alternation rate of the two 3D interpretations is constant with the rotation speed up to some critical value (around 25 turns/min for a cube whose sides subtend 2.5 deg) and increases monotonically thereafter. It is proposed that the additional perceptual reversals (PRs) observed at high rotation speeds are due to the increased frequency of the crossovers of the cube's edges. These crossovers yield 2D motion "aliasing" (or discontinuity) and "veridical" (or continuity) motion components. The motion aliasing (or crossover) hypothesis states that, in addition to the inherent ambiguity of the dynamic 2D projection of 3D objects, perceptual motion/perspective reversals will occur any time the discontinuity speed takes over the continuity speed. It is proposed that the relative strengths of the two components depend on the linear speed of the projected edges and that the discontinuity components take over the continuity one in the speed range where contrast sensitivity (or, above threshold, efficiency) is a decreasing function of speed. The motion aliasing hypothesis was tested and supported in a series of independent experiments showing that, for rotation speeds higher than 25 turns/min the PR rate increases with the crossover frequency at a constant speed, with linear speed at a constant crossover frequency and with the similarity of the crossing bars in terms of their orientation, polarity and spatial overlap. In addition, some of these experiments suggest that 2D shape and kinetic depth 3D-cues combine in such a way that the average PR rate they yield together is the same as the PR rate yielded by each of them independently. In the Discussion section we elaborate on issues related to the perceptual combination of ambiguous shape and kinetic depth, 3D cues.